From the nature of the functions appearing on each side (1), or from the proof, it is clear that the numbers Uu need not be restricted to be positive; indeed they could be any real or complex numbers, or elements of an arbitrary field, provided that no subset has zero sum.
The identity (1) becomes intuitively clear from the following probability considerations. Consider an urn with n coins, numbered 1, 2, • • • , n\ the size of the &th coin being Uk. The probability of a coin being chosen is proportional to its size. Suppose all n coins are successively drawn without replacement. The probability that the order in which they appear is a particular permutation r, is IIfc=i u kJ ]C?=fc U JT> using conditional probabilities. Summing over all permutations of R(i, M) we see that the left side of (1) represents the marginal probability that i precedes the rest of M, disregarding the elements of N-M. On the other hand if we initially remove from the urn those coins whose numbers are the elements of N-M, then the probability that i is chosen first from the set M is given by the right side of (1).
The authors felt at first that these probability considerations furnished a proof of (1) in virtue of some theorem in measure theory which assured that the two probabilities mentioned above must be equal. We were however, unable to find such a theorem and resorted to an induction proof as follows. First we show, by induction on n that (2) 5> n -^--i where ^( 1) * s taken over all permutations r of the set N. This follows from the fact that the left side of (2) where X) (3) * s taken over all permutations r oi N which preserve the order 1«, 2 a , • • • , m« of the subset M. We omit the details of this lemma here. The identity (1) is obtained from (3) by setting i=l s and summing over all permutations of the set {M-(i)}, using equation (2).
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